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1 a having or being of relatively great depth or extent from
one surface to its opposite a thick plank b heavily built
thickset 2 a close packed with units or individuals adj thick
er thick est 1 a relatively great in extent from one surface
to the opposite usually in the smallest solid dimension not
thin a thick board b measuring a specified number of units in
this dimension two inches thick 2 heavy in form build or
stature thickset a thick neck 3 θɪk word forms comparative
thicker superlative thickest 1 adjective something that is
thick has a large distance between its two opposite sides for
breakfast i had a thick slice of bread and syrup he wore
glasses with thick rims this material is very thick and this
needle is not strong enough to go through it adjective uk θɪk
us thick adjective distance add to word list b1 something
that is thick is larger than usual between its opposite sides
a thick slice of meat a thick layer of snow fewer examples
the shelf was covered in a thick layer of dust is the ice
thick enough to carry my weight there was a thick layer of
scum on the water what is thicker 14 gauge or 16 gauge steel
you have probably asked yourself such questions when trying
to determine the thickness of your metal this is why having a
steel gauge chart as your guide can be invaluable here is
what you need to know the numbers of a steel gauge chart
typically range between 3 30 composed of or containing
objects particles etc close together dense a thick forest a
thick fog a thick forest filled covered or abounding usually
followed by with tables thick with dust husky or hoarse not
distinctly articulated the patient s speech is still quite
thick markedly so as specified a thick german accent thick
english meaning cambridge dictionary meaning of thick in
english thick adjective uk θɪk us θɪk thick adjective not
thin add to word list b1 having a large distance between two
sides a thick rope a thick layer of dust she picked up a
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thick volume and began to read out loud the walls are two
metres thick ipa guide other forms thicker thickest thicks
when something s thick it s wide from one side to the other
like a thick piece of french toast or a thick layer of snow
on your car thick things are broad or bulky or decidedly not
thin think of the thick slab of ice you need in order to
skate safely on a lake thicker thickest distance between
sides having a larger distance between opposite sides or
surfaces than other similar objects or than normal a thick
slice of bread a thick book one that has a lot of pages a
thick coat one made of heavy cloth thick fingers everything
was covered with a thick layer of dust join us definition of
thick adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more thicker models have a reputation for
luxury while thinner options tend to be more budget friendly
unfortunately there s no simple answer for how thick a
mattress should be your body weight sleeping position and bed
frame or foundation height can all shape the ideal profile of
your mattress october 7 2023 the thickness of plastic plays a
crucial role in various applications from packaging materials
to construction projects if you re wondering about the
difference in thickness between 6 mil and 10 mil plastic you
ve come to the right place thickness of material can be a
rather abstract concept when you re first getting started so
we ve put together a list of comparisons to help you get a
sense for the thickness dimension of sheets plates rods and
bars as you re deciding what size materials are best suited
for your project another common question is about gauge
thicknesses urban dictionary about thicker than a snicker
refers to a series of tiktok videos in which users implement
editing effects to add emojis and a warped picture to
highlight the lyrics you are thicker than a snicker heavy
like a chevy come here little mama let me rub up on the belly
while dancing origin there are many ways to measure a garbage
bag s thickness but the most common way is done by a
micrometer there are both manual and electric micrometers
which are used to measure the bag s thickness in mil
appearance toenails become thick when extra layers grow
beneath the surface of the nail if the thickening is too
great the nail may lift off from the nail bed onycholysis
this usually changes the color of the nail giving it a white
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or slight yellow hue if you re disposing of sharp or heavy
items such as glass or construction debris you ll need a
thicker bag to prevent tears and leaks if you re disposing of
soft or lightweight items such as paper or clothing a thinner
bag may be sufficient 15 gallon tall kitchen bags introducing
our 15 gallon tall kitchen bags 1 understand tarp thickness
measurement poly tarp thickness is usually measured in mils
which represent one thousandth of an inch the higher the mil
count the thicker and more durable the tarp will be thicker
tarps offer enhanced protection and longevity thicker than a
regular prata it is flipped folded and rolled from a single
piece of handmade dough served with a side dish of curry
sauce the prata s extra crispy yet pillow soft texture is
what keeps regulars waiting patiently for their fix sometimes
for as long as 30 minutes the university that boasts the
world s largest 3d printer developed one even bigger a
printer unveiled tuesday at the university of maine is four
times larger than the current one and is capable of printing
ever mightier objects



thicker definition meaning merriam
webster Mar 26 2024
1 a having or being of relatively great depth or extent from
one surface to its opposite a thick plank b heavily built
thickset 2 a close packed with units or individuals

thicker definition of thicker by the free
dictionary Feb 25 2024
adj thick er thick est 1 a relatively great in extent from
one surface to the opposite usually in the smallest solid
dimension not thin a thick board b measuring a specified
number of units in this dimension two inches thick 2 heavy in
form build or stature thickset a thick neck 3

thick definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Jan 24 2024
θɪk word forms comparative thicker superlative thickest 1
adjective something that is thick has a large distance
between its two opposite sides for breakfast i had a thick
slice of bread and syrup he wore glasses with thick rims this
material is very thick and this needle is not strong enough
to go through it

thick definition in the cambridge learner
s dictionary Dec 23 2023
adjective uk θɪk us thick adjective distance add to word list
b1 something that is thick is larger than usual between its
opposite sides a thick slice of meat a thick layer of snow
fewer examples the shelf was covered in a thick layer of dust
is the ice thick enough to carry my weight there was a thick
layer of scum on the water



steel gauge thickness chart the why and
how ryerson Nov 22 2023
what is thicker 14 gauge or 16 gauge steel you have probably
asked yourself such questions when trying to determine the
thickness of your metal this is why having a steel gauge
chart as your guide can be invaluable here is what you need
to know the numbers of a steel gauge chart typically range
between 3 30

thick definition meaning dictionary com
Oct 21 2023
composed of or containing objects particles etc close
together dense a thick forest a thick fog a thick forest
filled covered or abounding usually followed by with tables
thick with dust husky or hoarse not distinctly articulated
the patient s speech is still quite thick markedly so as
specified a thick german accent

thick english meaning cambridge
dictionary Sep 20 2023
thick english meaning cambridge dictionary meaning of thick
in english thick adjective uk θɪk us θɪk thick adjective not
thin add to word list b1 having a large distance between two
sides a thick rope a thick layer of dust she picked up a
thick volume and began to read out loud the walls are two
metres thick

thick definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Aug 19 2023
ipa guide other forms thicker thickest thicks when something
s thick it s wide from one side to the other like a thick
piece of french toast or a thick layer of snow on your car
thick things are broad or bulky or decidedly not thin think
of the thick slab of ice you need in order to skate safely on
a lake



thick adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Jul 18 2023
thicker thickest distance between sides having a larger
distance between opposite sides or surfaces than other
similar objects or than normal a thick slice of bread a thick
book one that has a lot of pages a thick coat one made of
heavy cloth thick fingers everything was covered with a thick
layer of dust join us

thick adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Jun 17 2023
definition of thick adjective in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more

how thick should a mattress be sleep
foundation May 16 2023
thicker models have a reputation for luxury while thinner
options tend to be more budget friendly unfortunately there s
no simple answer for how thick a mattress should be your body
weight sleeping position and bed frame or foundation height
can all shape the ideal profile of your mattress

what is thicker 6 mil or 10 mil plastic
gcelt Apr 15 2023
october 7 2023 the thickness of plastic plays a crucial role
in various applications from packaging materials to
construction projects if you re wondering about the
difference in thickness between 6 mil and 10 mil plastic you
ve come to the right place

thickness information online metals



onlinemetals com Mar 14 2023
thickness of material can be a rather abstract concept when
you re first getting started so we ve put together a list of
comparisons to help you get a sense for the thickness
dimension of sheets plates rods and bars as you re deciding
what size materials are best suited for your project another
common question is about gauge thicknesses

thicker than a snicker know your meme Feb
13 2023
urban dictionary about thicker than a snicker refers to a
series of tiktok videos in which users implement editing
effects to add emojis and a warped picture to highlight the
lyrics you are thicker than a snicker heavy like a chevy come
here little mama let me rub up on the belly while dancing
origin

understanding trash bag thickness
plasticmill Jan 12 2023
there are many ways to measure a garbage bag s thickness but
the most common way is done by a micrometer there are both
manual and electric micrometers which are used to measure the
bag s thickness in mil

thick toenails signs causes and
treatments verywell health Dec 11 2022
appearance toenails become thick when extra layers grow
beneath the surface of the nail if the thickening is too
great the nail may lift off from the nail bed onycholysis
this usually changes the color of the nail giving it a white
or slight yellow hue

choosing the right garbage bag thickness



size what you need Nov 10 2022
if you re disposing of sharp or heavy items such as glass or
construction debris you ll need a thicker bag to prevent
tears and leaks if you re disposing of soft or lightweight
items such as paper or clothing a thinner bag may be
sufficient 15 gallon tall kitchen bags introducing our 15
gallon tall kitchen bags

how to choose the right poly tarp size
and thickness Oct 09 2022
1 understand tarp thickness measurement poly tarp thickness
is usually measured in mils which represent one thousandth of
an inch the higher the mil count the thicker and more durable
the tarp will be thicker tarps offer enhanced protection and
longevity

10 singaporean foods not to miss while in
singapore afar Sep 08 2022
thicker than a regular prata it is flipped folded and rolled
from a single piece of handmade dough served with a side dish
of curry sauce the prata s extra crispy yet pillow soft
texture is what keeps regulars waiting patiently for their
fix sometimes for as long as 30 minutes

the world s largest 3d printer is at a
university in maine Aug 07 2022
the university that boasts the world s largest 3d printer
developed one even bigger a printer unveiled tuesday at the
university of maine is four times larger than the current one
and is capable of printing ever mightier objects
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